IRUN AND  SAN SEBASTIAN
came to a standstill nest a tree. The Reds in the car
jumped out and tried to flee, still firing. But not one of
them got more than ten yards. I went and looked at
the car and found It crammed with arms, while In the
luggage container were a dozen bottles of brandy and
whisky and a large case of champagne.
The attack against the railway station was now being
organised. It was under the orders of a Spanish officer
called Major Morphi, and when I questioned Mm I
found that his original name was O'Murphy and that
he was the descendant of one of many hundreds of Irish
officers who came to Spain after Limerick In the days of
William and Mary. He was a stout and merry-faced
fellow who fell only a week later in one of the attacks on
San Sebastian.
A few hand grenades quickly thrown cleared out the
railway station, and so in less than three hours Irun had
been taken. During these days of fighting both round
Irun and San Sebastian, we met a very large number of
Cataloman Nationalists, who, having escaped from what
they described as athe hell of Barcelona/' had hurriedly
volunteered in the ranks of the Requetes to fight the
hated Reds who had been slaughtering all their nearest
and dearest. The head of these Catalorsian volunteers
was an enormous man. I heard his name at the time but
forget It. He was certainly six foot two, but with a bulk
and girth, and such shoulders and thighs as made him
appear almost squat. I do not think that I have ever
seen quite so bulky a man. He walked almost with a
shuffle but at great speed and silently. I was told that
in the first hill fighting round Irun he was famous for
his night scouting expeditions, when he would go out
and surprise Red sentries.

